More safety for installation and maintenance work on the roof
After installation is complete, no safety nets required any more

JET-Continuous rooflight fall through protection type LB-DSL

- Galvanised steel safety net to install while installing the continuous rooflight
- Filigree structure with corresponding optics ensures high daylight penetration level
- Retrofitting (third-party basements on request) possible (makes sense e.g. when replacing the glazing)
- For JET-continuous rooflight order widths 1200 to 6200 mm
- Complete fall-through protection underneath the continuous rooflight in the flap area
- Patent pending

JET-Continuous rooflight fall through protection type LB-SR

- Steel pipe with cross bar to install while installing the continuous rooflight
- Suitable for retrofitting (third-party basements on request)
- For JET-continuous rooflight order widths 1700 to 2700 mm
- For complete fall-through protection underneath the continuous rooflight incl. flaps

Note:
The JET-continuous rooflight fall-through protections with permanent, collective protective effect for the creation of traffic ways protection on roofs, tested in accordance with GS-Bau 18 certificates of the professional association to implement applicable standards and regulations (e.g. DIN 4426:2017-01, ASR A2.1, DGUV Regulation 38 and DGUV Regulation 101-016).
Area of application and order widths

**JET-Continuous rooflight fall-through protection type LB-DSL**

- Galvanised safety net with mesh width of 90 x 100 mm for direct installation while installing continuous rooflight
- Attachment using retaining brackets at the basement head
- For continuous rooflight order widths 1200 to 6200 mm
- Can be used with all JET steel basement types and construction wooden basements
- Retrofittable with JET structures when renovating a continuous rooflight
- Patent pending connection technology

**JET-Continuous rooflight fall-through protection type LB-SR**

- Steel pipe with cross beam for direct installation and also suitable for retrofitting
- Attachment with aluminium profiles to the continuous rooflight basement
- For continuous rooflight order widths 1700 to 2700 mm
- Can be used with JET steel basement types G and T with 100 mm basement support
- Retrofittable to JET structures (when using third-party structures, special certification management is necessary)